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"POWERFULL C20S - C30S"
STANDARD EQUIPMENT
-Air filter -Engine starter -Fuel pump -Fuel settler -Battery -Fuel filter Oil filter -Oil extracting pump -Radiator expansion tank -Guard Evolution
control panel -Circuit breaker -Earth fault relay (manual version only)
–Fuel tank -Fuel plug -Key lock -Steel structure -Hot galvanized sheet
steel -Thermo-set powder paint -Sound attenuating material made from
polyurethane textile according to class 1 fire resistance norms Insulation jacket over exhaust line -Lifting eyes -Door gaskets with
structural rivets (not adhesive) -Exhaust silencer with external
protection grills -Rain cap for exhaust muffler

Mod. JD 80 S

DETAILS

VERSIONS

The POWERFULL C20S-C30S has
always offered the best compromise
between compactness and usability.
Wide doors allow total access to all
internal components making checks
and regular maintenance very easy.

C20S

The modular structure allows the
sound attenuators to be quickly
disassembled giving access to engine
and alternator and also reducing the
space needed for transport.

C30S

Length: 2800mm
Width: 1020mm
Height: 1700mm
Fuel tank from 87 to 490
Litres, depending on the
model

Length: 3400mm
Width: 1020mm
Height: 2040mm
Fuel tank from 230 to 760
Litres, depending on the
model

The range includes, as standard, the
well tested and reliable Guard
Evolution controller, equipped with a
very efficient software that has no
equal in the market in terms of
accuracy and number of functions.

Thanks to diligent efforts in design
and testing as well as quality
materials and workmanship, the
POWERFULL canopy is one of the
most comfortable and silent in its
class. No detail was overlooked in
achieving an efficient electricity
generator resistant to environmental
agents.
At the bottom and/or rear of the
genset, specific air intakes have been
projected to optimize the cooling
flow of engine and alternator.

The POWERFULL gen set includes, as
standard, the already well tested and
reliable Guard Evolution controller.
The great mechanical reliability of
the gen set is supported by a very
efficient software, that has no
comparison in the market at all, in
terms of accuracy and number of
functions. Standard control panel
equipment: large backlit display
screen, emergency stop button,
ignition key and circuit breaker.

Standard reference conditions ISO8528-1: 25°C temperature, 1-1000m altitude, 30% relative humidity, 100 kPa (1 bar) atmospheric pressure, 0.8 power factor, load balanced not distortional. The above
mentioned information could be subject to change, please contact Visa S.p.A. to verify data in case of contractual obligations related to product specifications.
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